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• Lesson 3 Chinese Calligraphy

In this course, I will make an overview of Chinese Calligraphy for you. It 

is including definition of Chinese calligraphy, aesthetic characteristics, 

development history, representative characters, font classification and 

characteristics, etc. Then I will introduce the details of writing Chinese 

Calligraphy, such as  tools, content, painting methods and skills. Finally, I will 

teach you how to write Chinese Calligraphy , then you can practice to write Chinese 

Calligraphy by yourselves. After studying this course you could know the knowledge of 

Chinese Calligraphy, and can get an art experience from the practice.

课程介绍
Course Introduce



第三课课程介绍
Introduce for Lesson 3

• Part 1: Text study
➢ In this course, I will make an overview of Chinese Calligraphy for you. It is including definition of Chinese 

calligraphy, aesthetic characteristics, development history, representative characters, font classification and 
characteristics, etc. Then I will introduce the details of writing Chinese Calligraphy, such as  tools, content, 
painting methods and skills. Finally, I will teach you how to write Chinese Calligraphy , then you can practice 
to write Chinese Calligraphy by yourselves. After studying this course you could know the knowledge of 
Chinese Calligraphy, and can get an art experience from the practice.

• Part 2: Exercises
➢ Pleases prepare all of the tools of next classes for writing Chinese Calligraphy.
➢ Pleases try to write the  Calligraphy of Regular Script by yourself.





1 书法 shūfǎ Chinese Calligraphy

2 对称 duìchèng Symmetry

3 字体 zìtǐ Script

4 篆书 Zhuànshū Seal script

5 隶书 Lìshū Clerical script

6 草书 Cǎoshū Cursive script

7 楷书 Kǎishū Regular script

8 行书 Xíngshū Semi-cursive script

生词 WORDS



句子 Sentences

•用 + Noun.1 + Verb. + Noun.2。
• This sentence is used to introduce the way to use 
something.

• 用毛笔蘸墨。Dip ink with a brush.

• 用手拿笔。Hold pen in hand.

• 用手腕转动毛笔。Rotate the brush with your wrist.

• 用宣纸和毛笔写字。Write with rice paper and a brush.




